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It has, improbably, been called uncommonly lucid,
even riveting by The New York Times, and it was a
finalist for the 2004 National Book Awards nonfiction
honor. It is a literally chilling read, especially in its
minute-by-minute description of the events of the
morning of 9/11 inside the Twin Towers.It is The 9/11
Commission Report, which was, before its publication,
perhaps one of the most anticipated government
reports of all time, and has been since an unlikely
bestseller. The official statement by the National
Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United
States-which was instituted in late 2002 and chaired
by former New Jersey Governor Thomas Kean-it
details what went wrong on that day (such as
intelligence failures), what went right (the heroic
response of emergency services and self-organizing
civilians), and how to avert similar future
attacks.Highlighting evidence from the day, from
airport surveillance footage of the terrorists to phone
calls from the doomed flights, and offering details that
have otherwise gone unheard, this is an astonishing
firsthand document of contemporary history. While
controversial in parts-it has been criticized for failing
to include testimony from key individuals, and it
completely omits any mention of the mysterious
collapse of WTC 7-it is nevertheless an essential
record of one of the most transformational events of
modern times.
Whether you're settling in for a heaping plate of
Mamaw's banana pudding or Abuela's arepas and
tostones, a good meal always brings family together.
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A Charlotte Zolotow Honor Book An ALSC Notable
Children's Book This tale of a family road trip
highlights the author's joy in both her American and
Colombian heritage, and captures all the warmth and
love of her family's two distinct cultures. Once a year,
on a Friday night, My family leaves the city And drives
hours and hours . . . After a long drive to visit
family—whether in the mountains of rural West
Virginia or the sticky heat of Florida—what could be a
better welcome than a homemade meal? Inspired by
Elizabeth Lilly's childhood vacations and the sensememories of late-night journeys down the coast, Let
Me Fix You a Plate is a vivacious exploration of family
traditions old and new— from toast with homemade
blueberry jam, to fresh orange juice and arepas with
queso blanco, to midnight waffles at home. Vivid
illustrations explore the heart of the home—the
kitchen—and the treasures found when a family
gathers to celebrate their culture, and one another.
Joyous, bright, and mouth-watering, this celebration of
family and our diverse, delicious traditions is sure to
leave readers hungry for more! A Publishers Weekly
Best Book of the Year A CCBC Choice
An instant bestseller when it was published in 1930,
this glittering satire of Edwardian high society
features a privileged brother and sister torn between
tradition and a chance at an independent life.
Sebastian is young, handsome, moody, and the heir
to Chevron, a vast and opulent ducal estate. He feels
a deep love for the countryside and for his patrimony,
but he loathes the frivolous social world his mother
and her shallow friends represent. At one of his
mother’s decadent house parties, Sebastian meets
two people who shake his sense of self: Leonard
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Anquetil, a lowborn arctic explorer, who questions his
mode of living; and Lady Roehampton, a married
society beauty with a string of lovers, who breaks his
heart. When Sebastian reaches the brink of despair, it
is his self-possessed younger sister, Viola, who opens
for them both a gateway to another world.
“Hermann Burger was an artist who went the whole
hog every time, didn't conserve himself. He was a
man with a big longing for happiness.” --Marcel ReichRanicki Appearing in English for the very first time,
Brenner is a delightfully unusual novel full of dark
humor tracing the childhood memories of the book's
eponymous narrator, a scion of an ancient cigar
dynasty. Perpetually shrouded in a thick cloud of cigar
smoke, Herman Arbogast Brenner, scion of an old and
famous cigar dynasty, has decided to kill himself––but
not until he has written down his forty-six years of life,
in a Proustian attempt to conjure the wounds, joys,
and sensations of his childhood in the rolling
countryside of the Aargau region of Switzerland.
Estranged from his wife and two children, he decides
there is no point in squirrelling away his fortune, so he
buys himself a Ferrari 328 GTS, and drives around
sharing cigars with his few remaining friends. In this
roman à clef, writing and smoking become intertwined
through the act of remembering, as Brenner, a fallible,
wounded, yet lovable antihero, searches for epiphany,
attempting to unearth memories just out of reach,
which spring forth from memories of a red toy car, the
sound of a particular chord played on the piano, or
the smell of the cigars themselves. Brenner is the final
work from Hermann Burger, who died by suicide in
1989. The book publishes days before what would
have been the author’s 80th birthday.
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Cimarron
United States History
"Farewell, My Nation"
Final Report of the National Commission on Terrorist
Attacks Upon the United States
The United States in the 20th Century
Where Do I Live?

More than three decades after its first
publication, Edward Said's groundbreaking
critique of the West's historical, cultural, and
political perceptions of the East has become a
modern classic. In this wide-ranging,
intellectually vigorous study, Said traces the
origins of "orientalism" to the centuries-long
period during which Europe dominated the
Middle and Near East and, from its position of
power, defined "the orient" simply as "other
than" the occident. This entrenched view
continues to dominate western ideas and,
because it does not allow the East to represent
itself, prevents true understanding. Essential,
and still eye-opening, Orientalism remains one of
the most important books written about our
divided world.
Provides a list of 7,500 titles, including caption
books, series books, and natural language texts,
for children in kindergarten through grade three.
New friends and a mystery help Aven, thirteen,
adjust to middle school and life at a dying
western theme park in a new state, where her
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being born armless presents many challenges.
American Military History provides the United
States Army-in particular, its young officers,
NCOs, and cadets-with a comprehensive but
brief account of its past. The Center of Military
History first published this work in 1956 as a
textbook for senior ROTC courses. Since then it
has gone through a number of updates and
revisions, but the primary intent has remained
the same. Support for military history education
has always been a principal mission of the
Center, and this new edition of an invaluable
history furthers that purpose. The history of an
active organization tends to expand rapidly as
the organization grows larger and more complex.
The period since the Vietnam War, at which point
the most recent edition ended, has been a
significant one for the Army, a busy period of
expanding roles and missions and of
fundamental organizational changes. In
particular, the explosion of missions and
deployments since 11 September 2001 has
necessitated the creation of additional, openended chapters in the story of the U.S. Army in
action. This first volume covers the Army's
history from its birth in 1775 to the eve of World
War I. By 1917, the United States was already a
world power. The Army had sent large
expeditionary forces beyond the American
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hemisphere, and at the beginning of the new
century Secretary of War Elihu Root had
proposed changes and reforms that within a
generation would shape the Army of the future.
But world war-global war-was still to come. The
second volume of this new edition will take up
that story and extend it into the twenty-first
century and the early years of the war on
terrorism and includes an analysis of the wars in
Afghanistan and Iraq up to January 2009.
Transforming the Workforce for Children Birth
Through Age 8
A Handbook
The Plains Indians
Learners, Contexts, and Cultures
The American Journey
American Indians and the United States in the
Nineteenth Century
The basis for the Academy Award-winning
major motion picture starring Best Actor
nominee Richard Dix and Best Actress
nominee Irene Dunne. This vivid and
sweeping tale of the Oklahoma Land Rush,
from Pulitzer Prize winner Edna Ferber, traces
the stunning challenges of settling an
untamed frontier. Staking claim to their new
home in Osage, Yancey Cravat, a spellbinding
criminal lawyer, and his wife, well-bred Sabra,
work against seemingly overwhelming odds to
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create a prosperous life for themselves. And
as they establish themselves in this lawless
land, Sabra displays a brilliant business sense
and makes a success of their local newspaper,
the Oklahoma Wigwam, all amidst border and
land disputes, outlaws, and the discovery of
oil. Originally published in 1929, and twice
made into a motion picture, Cimarron brings
history alive, capturing the settling of the
American West in vivid detail. With a new
foreword by Julie Gilbert. Vintage Movie
Classics spotlights classic films that have
stood the test of time, now rediscovered
through the publication of the novels on which
they were based.
USAs historie indtil 1996
The global popularity of herbal supplements
and the promise they hold in treating various
disease states has caused an unprecedented
interest in understanding the molecular basis
of the biological activity of traditional
remedies. Herbal Medicine: Biomolecular and
Clinical Aspects focuses on presenting current
scientific evidence of biomolecular ef
Immigration is even more hotly debated in
Europe than in the United States. In this
pivotal work of action and discourse analysis,
Riva Kastoryano draws on extensive
fieldwork--including interviews with politicians,
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immigrant leaders, and militants--to analyze
interactions between states and immigrants in
France and Germany. Making frequent
comparisons to the United States, she
delineates the role of states in constructing
group identities and measures the impact of
immigrant organization and mobilization on
national identity. Kastoryano argues that
states contribute directly and indirectly to the
elaboration of immigrants' identity, in part by
articulating the grounds on which their groups
are granted legitimacy. Conversely, immigrant
organizations demanding recognition often
redefine national identity by reinforcing or
modifying traditional sentiments. They use
culture--national references in Germany and
religion in France--to negotiate new political
identities in ways that alter state composition
and lead the state to negotiate its identity as
well. Despite their different histories,
Kastoryano finds that Germany, France, and
the United States are converging in their
policies toward immigration control and
integration. All three have adopted similar
tactics and made similar institutional
adjustments in their efforts to reconcile
differences while tending national integrity.
The author builds her observations into a
model of ''negotiations of identities'' useful to
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a broad cross-section of social scientists and
policy specialists. She extends her analysis to
consider how the European Union and
transnational networks affect identities still
negotiated at the national level. The result is a
forward-thinking book that illuminates
immigration from a new angle.
Tune It Out
Grade 5 Balanced Literacy Set
Let Me Fix You a Plate
Religion, Women, and Community Building in
the Texas Panhandle
The Science of Reading
Museums Directory of the United States and
Canada
Recounts the rise and fall of the Plains Indians from
1750 to 1890 and describes their way of life after contact
with outsiders enabled them to adopt horses and
firearms
Presents the stories of the pioneers, miners, ranchers,
and outlaws who headed out West in the 1860s
The fully updated third edition of "Farewell, My Nation"
considers the complex and often tragic relationships
between American Indians, white Americans, and the
U.S. government during the nineteenth century, as the
government tried to find ways to deal with social and
political questions about how to treat America's
indigenous population. Updated to include new
scholarship that has appeared since the publication of
the second edition as well as additional primary source
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material Examines the cultural and material impact of
Western expansion on the indigenous peoples of the
United States, guiding the reader through the significant
changes in Indian-U.S. policy over the course of the
nineteenth century Outlines the efficacy and outcomes of
the three principal policies toward American Indians
undertaken in varying degrees by the U.S. government Separation, Concentration, and Americanization - and
interrogates their repercussions Provides detailed
descriptions, chronology and analysis of the Plains Wars
supported by supplementary maps and illustrations
Irreverently funny and surprisingly moving, All Passion
Spent is the story of a woman who discovers who she is
just before it is too late. After the death of elder
statesman Lord Slane—a former prime minister of Great
Britain and viceroy of India—everyone assumes that his
eighty-eight-year-old widow will slowly fade away in her
grief, remaining as proper, decorative, and dutiful as she
has been her entire married life. But the deceptively
gentle Lady Slane has other ideas. First she defies the
patronizing meddling of her children and escapes to a
rented house in Hampstead. There, to her offspring’s
utter amazement, she revels in her new freedom, recalls
her youthful ambitions, and gathers some very
unsuitable companions—who reveal to her just how much
she had sacrificed under the pressure of others’
expectations.
Negotiating Identities
Exploring the National Parks' Most Spectacular Back
Roads
The Edwardians
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People, Places, and Societies: Guided Reading
Herbal Medicine
Settling the West
The Science of Reading: A Handbook brings
togetherstate-of-the-art reviews of
reading research from leading names inthe
field, to create a highly authoritative,
multidisciplinaryoverview of contemporary
knowledge about reading and relatedskills.
Provides comprehensive coverage of the
subject, includingtheoretical approaches,
reading processes, stage models of
reading,cross-linguistic studies of
reading, reading difficulties, thebiology
of reading, and reading instruction
Divided into seven sections:Word
Recognition Processes inReading; Learning
to Read and Spell; Reading Comprehension;
Readingin Different Languages; Disorders
of Reading and Spelling;Biological Bases
of Reading; Teaching Reading Edited by
well-respected senior figures in the field
This hugely influential work marked a
turning point in US history and culture,
arguing that the nation’s expansion into
the Great West was directly linked to its
unique spirit: a rugged individualism
forged at the juncture between
civilization and wilderness, which – for
better or worse – lies at the heart of
American identity today. Throughout
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history, some books have changed the
world. They have transformed the way we
see ourselves – and each other. They have
inspired debate, dissent, war and
revolution. They have enlightened,
outraged, provoked and comforted. They
have enriched lives – and destroyed them.
Now Penguin brings you the works of the
great thinkers, pioneers, radicals and
visionaries whose ideas shook civilization
and helped make us who we are.
A forest's quiet chorus of chirps, clicks,
and chits change to loud scree-screescreeches and other noises as two
rambunctious wolf pups, separated from
their pack, scamper and chase.
There are many reasons to be curious about
the way people learn, and the past several
decades have seen an explosion of research
that has important implications for
individual learning, schooling, workforce
training, and policy. In 2000, How People
Learn: Brain, Mind, Experience, and
School: Expanded Edition was published and
its influence has been wide and deep. The
report summarized insights on the nature
of learning in school-aged children;
described principles for the design of
effective learning environments; and
provided examples of how that could be
implemented in the classroom. Since then,
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researchers have continued to investigate
the nature of learning and have generated
new findings related to the neurological
processes involved in learning, individual
and cultural variability related to
learning, and educational technologies. In
addition to expanding scientific
understanding of the mechanisms of
learning and how the brain adapts
throughout the lifespan, there have been
important discoveries about influences on
learning, particularly sociocultural
factors and the structure of learning
environments. How People Learn II:
Learners, Contexts, and Cultures provides
a much-needed update incorporating
insights gained from this research over
the past decade. The book expands on the
foundation laid out in the 2000 report and
takes an in-depth look at the
constellation of influences that affect
individual learning. How People Learn II
will become an indispensable resource to
understand learning throughout the
lifespan for educators of students and
adults.
Rescue on the Oregon Trail (Ranger in Time
#1)
Settling with Faith
Vintage Movie Classics
Texas Contemporary World Studies
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States and Immigrants in France and
Germany
The Significance of the Frontier in
American History
Shows how people live in many places at once, from
their bedrooms at home, through their city, state, and
country, to the solar system, the galaxy, and the
universe
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The twentieth
anniversary edition of the classic story of an incredible
group of students and the teacher who inspired them,
featuring updates on the students’ lives, new journal
entries, and an introduction by Erin Gruwell Now a
public television documentary, Freedom Writers:
Stories from the Heart In 1994, an idealistic first-year
teacher in Long Beach, California, named Erin Gruwell
confronted a room of “unteachable, at-risk” students.
She had intercepted a note with an ugly racial
caricature and angrily declared that this was precisely
the sort of thing that led to the Holocaust. She was met
by uncomprehending looks—none of her students had
heard of one of the defining moments of the twentieth
century. So she rebooted her entire curriculum, using
treasured books such as Anne Frank’s diary as her
guide to combat intolerance and misunderstanding.
Her students began recording their thoughts and
feelings in their own diaries, eventually dubbing
themselves the “Freedom Writers.” Consisting of
powerful entries from the students’ diaries and
narrative text by Erin Gruwell, The Freedom Writers
Diary is an unforgettable story of how hard work,
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courage, and determination changed the lives of a
teacher and her students. In the two decades since its
original publication, the book has sold more than one
million copies and inspired a major motion picture
Freedom Writers. And now, with this twentiethanniversary edition, readers are brought up to date on
the lives of the Freedom Writers, as they blend
indispensable takes on social issues with uplifting
stories of attending college—and watch their own
children follow in their footsteps. The Freedom Writers
Diary remains a vital read for anyone who believes in
second chances.
"Omnigraphics' Parks Directory of the United States is a
guide to our national and state park systems, national
forests and grasslands, national wildlife refuges,
national trails, national scenic byways, national
heritage areas and national marine sanctuaries,
covering all 50 states and U.S. Territories. It provides
more than 5,270 listings." "For each site included, the
Parks Directory offers details on location, size, facilities,
activities, and special features, as well as addresses,
phone numbers, fax numbers, and web sites. This
edition also includes 56 maps."--BOOK JACKET.
Meet Ranger! He's a time-traveling golden retriever
who has a nose for trouble . . . and always saves the
day! Ranger has been trained as a search-and-rescue
dog, but can't officially pass the test because he's
always getting distracted by squirrels during exercises.
One day, he finds a mysterious first aid kit in the
garden and is transported to the year 1850, where he
meets a young boy named Sam Abbott. Sam's family is
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migrating west on the Oregon Trail, and soon after
Ranger arrives he helps the boy save his little sister.
Ranger thinks his job is done, but the Oregon Trail can
be dangerous, and the Abbotts need Ranger's help
more than they realize!
All Passion Spent
Beginnings to 1877
Matching Books to Readers
American Odyssey
Black Cowboys Of Texas
In the Quiet, Noisy Woods
Twelve-year-old Lou Montgomery's life has
been centered on her mother's terrifying plan
to make her a singing star, but a crisis
reveals Lou's sensory processing disorder and
people determined to help her address it.
Full-color photos and route maps for each
drive In-depth descriptions of attractions
along the way Historical information and
suggested side trips Optional side trips to
museums, parks, and landmarks Tips on
lodging, camping, dining, travel services,
and best driving seasons
A history of the United States in the
twentieth century, featuring sociological and
cultural events, as well as strictly
historical, and using many pertinent literary
excerpts.
Pack up the car and enjoy 28 gorgeous drives
through the crown jewels of the National Park
system—Yellowstone and Grand Teton. Offering
nearly 1,200 miles of riding pleasure, this
indispensable highway companion maps out
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short trips for exploring the region’s scenic
byways and back roads. Discover areas of
Yellowstone and Grand Teton that many
visitors miss, from marvelous Firehole Canyon
to the ever-changing face of Norris Geyser
Basin, from Flagg Ranch to the geologic
wonders of the Gros Ventre Slide area. Inside
you’ll find: Itineraries ranging from 5 miles
to 155 miles in length Full-color photos and
route maps for each drive In-depth
descriptions of attractions along the way
Historical information and suggested side
trips Optional side trips to museums, parks,
and landmarks Tips on lodging, camping,
dining, travel services, and best driving
seasons
A Century of Dishonor
A Unifying Foundation
The 9/11 Commission Report
Using Leveled Books in Guided Reading, K-3
Parks Directory of the United States
A History of the Rectangular Survey System

Offers twenty-four essays about African
American men and women who worked in the
Texas cattle industry from the slave days of the
mid-19th century through the early 20th century.
Children are already learning at birth, and they
develop and learn at a rapid pace in their early
years. This provides a critical foundation for
lifelong progress, and the adults who provide for
the care and the education of young children
bear a great responsibility for their health,
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development, and learning. Despite the fact that
they share the same objective - to nurture young
children and secure their future success - the
various practitioners who contribute to the care
and the education of children from birth through
age 8 are not acknowledged as a workforce
unified by the common knowledge and
competencies needed to do their jobs well.
Transforming the Workforce for Children Birth
Through Age 8 explores the science of child
development, particularly looking at implications
for the professionals who work with children.
This report examines the current capacities and
practices of the workforce, the settings in which
they work, the policies and infrastructure that set
qualifications and provide professional learning,
and the government agencies and other funders
who support and oversee these systems. This
book then makes recommendations to improve
the quality of professional practice and the
practice environment for care and education
professionals. These detailed recommendations
create a blueprint for action that builds on a
unifying foundation of child development and
early learning, shared knowledge and
competencies for care and education
professionals, and principles for effective
professional learning. Young children thrive and
learn best when they have secure, positive
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relationships with adults who are knowledgeable
about how to support their development and
learning and are responsive to their individual
progress. Transforming the Workforce for
Children Birth Through Age 8 offers guidance on
system changes to improve the quality of
professional practice, specific actions to
improve professional learning systems and
workforce development, and research to
continue to build the knowledge base in ways
that will directly advance and inform future
actions. The recommendations of this book
provide an opportunity to improve the quality of
the care and the education that children receive,
and ultimately improve outcomes for children.
. Renewal of Life by Transmission. The most
notable distinction between living and inanimate
things is that the former maintain themselves by
renewal. A stone when struck resists. If its
resistance is greater than the force of the blow
struck, it remains outwardly unchanged.
Otherwise, it is shattered into smaller bits. Never
does the stone attempt to react in such a way
that it may maintain itself against the blow, much
less so as to render the blow a contributing
factor to its own continued action. While the
living thing may easily be crushed by superior
force, it none the less tries to turn the energies
which act upon it into means of its own further
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existence. If it cannot do so, it does not just split
into smaller pieces (at least in the higher forms
of life), but loses its identity as a living thing. As
long as it endures, it struggles to use
surrounding energies in its own behalf. It uses
light, air, moisture, and the material of soil. To
say that it uses them is to say that it turns them
into means of its own conservation. As long as it
is growing, the energy it expends in thus turning
the environment to account is more than
compensated for by the return it gets: it grows.
Understanding the word "control" in this sense,
it may be said that a living being is one that
subjugates and controls for its own continued
activity the energies that would otherwise use it
up. Life is a self-renewing process through
action upon the environment.
Implement balanced literacy in your grade 5
classroom! This comprehensive set includes
everything that teachers need to transition
towards a balanced literacy framework in their
classrooms. The fifteen titles featured in this set
include a wide range of informational texts
covering math, science, and social studies
topics. The high-interest content will engage
students in learning as they develop their
literacy skills. This set includes five copies of
each of the fifteen titles, and one copy of
Strategies for Effective Balanced Literacy. The
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invaluable classroom resource includes easy-toimplement strategies to nurture reading and
writing skills through
Shared/Guided/Independent Reading and Writing
activities. It also provides in-depth lessons plans
that take away the guesswork out of what is
needed to implement the Balanced Literacy
approach. Titles in this set include: Night Skies;
The Winning Angle; Shipwreck Detectives;
Amusement Parks; CSI; Life and Non-Life in an
Ecosystem; DNA; Composition of Matter;
Conservation of Mass; The Four Spheres of
Earth; Global Warming; The War of 1812: By the
Dawn's Early Light; 19th Century Innovations:
Paving the Way; Settling and Unsettling the
West; Causes of the Civil War: A House
Divided.DRA Level 38 - 50 : GRL R - V : Lexile
610L-820L.
American Military History Volume 1
Scenic Routes & Byways Yellowstone & Grand
Teton National Parks
Insignificant Events in the Life of a Cactus
How People Learn II
Scenic Driving Yellowstone & Grand Teton
History of Plymouth Plantation, 1620-1647
Histories concerning women in the west do
not adequately show how women used
religion to shape their lives and
communities. While some do present women
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as crusaders and critics, they do not
reveal the extent to which women of faith
used their ideals to shape the physical
and moral aspects of their communities.
What follows is an examination of how
women justified their efforts in community
building through the prism of religious
values, how they applied these values to
their efforts, and how, over time, they
expanded their roles to include political
activity. Finally, histories concerning
women's efforts to change their societies
often fail to fully consider the roles men
played in carrying out these goals. As in
older histories wherein men appear to be
the only actors in great events, the
contributions of men are often missing
from these narratives. What is often
absent is recognition that men and women
cooperated in establishing communities,
and in this case, actively applied
religious belief to their construct. Here,
their efforts are addressed as they relate
to the actions and goals of women, goals
which were, more often than not, joined in
purpose. Examining this topic is
particularly promising with regard to
pioneer settlement in the Texas Panhandle
between 1875 and 1920, since many studies
concerning social expectations and
developments for women in the United
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States help illuminate their experience
and primary source materials for the
region and time period are more readily
available. Additionally, scholarly studies
concerning religious life, cultural
expectations, reform movements, and life
in the west form an additional basis for
understanding the society in which women
functioned during this period. County,
church, and personal histories have helped
in understanding how societal expectations
in these growing communities differed from
those in older, more established cities
and towns. Finally, letters, journals,
organizational records, memoirs,
newspapers, and other primary sources have
been used to discover the values of
individuals and groups during this period.
Such records were often preserved by
middle and upper-class women and donated
to archives and libraries throughout the
panhandle. The years between 1875 and 1920
confine this study to the period of early,
mostly Anglo, settlement in the region. By
1875, White and Latino settlers were
making permanent or semi-permanent
settlements in the region. This was made
possible by the removal of Native American
populations defeated in the Red River War.
By 1920, the period of early settlement
had ended. At this time the economic,
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cultural, and political nature of life in
the panhandle was beginning a new period
of substantial change. Women had won
universal recognition of their right to
vote, the United States had just emerged
from a world war and was only beginning to
grapple with its consequences, and the oil
and gas industry was about to become a
major force in the region and state. For
these reasons, 1920 is a logical endpoint
for this study. As with any research,
there are limitations that must be
addressed. This study focuses primarily on
White Protestant women who were literate
and who left personal records detailing
their experiences. These include Baptists,
Methodists, Presbyterians, Lutherans, The
Christian Church Disciples of Christ, and
Church of Christ, principally. Christian
Scientists, though present in the
panhandle during this period, are not
specifically addressed due to lack of data
regarding women's efforts in their
congregations. Some Catholics are also
included. The cooperative efforts to build
churches and assist one another in
providing support for religious observance
were common during this period, a reality
that early settlers mentioned often in
their recollections. Because of the nature
of these records, minority groups, the
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very poor, and other marginalized groups
are not included in any significant way.
Women who participated in extralegal
activities to support themselves are part
of this group. In some cases, women who
did not leave written records were written
of by others who valued their
contributions and recognized that, though
their efforts were humble, they
participated in important ways. Indeed,
records detailing these efforts illuminate
the experience of women who focused mainly
on life in the home but also supported the
causes other women publicly championed.
For religious women who settled the Texas
Panhandle between the 1870s and 1920,
their efforts to build moral communities
reveal that, though the circumstances they
encountered were new to them, their
actions were guided by a continuation of
older values, not a reinvention of those
values. The experiences of the frontier
certainly offered greater freedom in
expressing those values and accepted a
broader scope of acceptable behavior, a
characteristic of frontier life shared in
varying degrees with earlier generations
of pioneer women, but their core beliefs
continued to inform their actions through
the process. Women used their
understanding of their roles as moral
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guardians of civil society to justify
their actions during this period of
settlement, both in building physical and
societal structures, and in extending the
influence of Christianity. Later political
efforts were likewise connected to these
values, which they utilized in seeking and
acquiring greater political power.
Finally, men and women cooperated in
advancing the moral and religious goals
apparent in women's activities through
this period. Women in this region and at
this time were in a remarkable position to
shape their communities, a position they
used to the fullest.
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